Abstract Sharing copyright protected content without the copyright holder's permission is illegal in many countries. Regardless, the number of illegal file sharing using BitTorrent continues to grow and most of file sharers and downloader are unconcerned legal action to transfer copywrite-protected files. However, it is difficult to gather enough probative evidence to prosecute illegal file sharers in criminal court and/or sued for damages in civil court. Further, there is a lack of research on investigation techniques to reveal illegal BitTorrent sharers. This is because the role of the server in BitTorrent networks has been changed compared to servers in conventional P2P networks. As a result, it is difficult to apply previous investigation processes for investigation of conventional P2P networks to the investigation of suspected illegal file sharing using BitTorrent. This paper proposes a methodology for the investigation of illegal file sharers using BitTorrent networks through the use of a P2P digital investigation process.
copyright holder's permission is considered illegal in many jurisdictions. The act of uploading copyrighted work without a copyright holder's permission infringes the right of reproduction and transmission of the copyright holder. The act of downloading copyrighted work without copyright holder's permission infringes on their right to reproduction. There are various laws that have been imposed to punish illegal file sharers in many countries. However, despite implemented law, illegal file sharing through P2P networks persists.
There are lots of technologies that enabling efficient data sharing in different environment. Liu suggested a method for adjusting traffic in Wireless Mesh Networks [7] . And, Kun suggested a method for designing a secure and efficient mix network [11] . P2P is one of technology for efficient data sharing. P2P allows users to download media files such as music, movies, and games using a P2P software client that searches for other computers connected to the same logical network [10] . There are many kinds of P2P network protocols, such as Opennap, Gnutella, Grokster, Freenet, eDonkey2000, and BitTorrent. Although P2P is a useful technology that makes data transmission fast and reliable, it has also been abused for copyrighted file sharing purposes. There are many attempts to make the data sharing process more efficient. Kim [5] suggested a methodology to enable a fault-tolerant scheme for stable streaming services over P2P networks. However, currently BitTorrent is the most widely used peer-to-peer file sharing protocol [1] .
Conventional P2P software consists of a central server-based model. Where a central server manages and links each client by indexing all of the current users and searching their computers for shared data. This mechanism allowed communication and sharing of files between clients through the server. BitTorrent, however, is different from conventional P2P networks. BitTorrent links each client without a central server, and shares fixed size data pieces of a shared file to make sharing fast and fault tolerant. A client on a BitTorrent network can connect to multiple peers without a central server, and download small pieces of a file from multiple peers at the same time. The use of multiple peers allows the data to potentially be downloaded faster than if connected to just a single peer. Further, a client can download data from any peer that has the requested piece, even if that peer has not received the entire file.
In case of copyrighted material sharing using conventional P2P networks, U.S. cours judged that P2P website operators can be held legally responsible for data their users share. Many P2P sharing sites were shut down, and order to stop offering file-sharing services [8] . As mentioned before, BitTorrent sites provide different types of services compared to conventional P2P networks. Since a BitTorrent service is not based on central server, a BitTorrent client can directly connect to other clients and share files using a torrent file or magnet link. A torrent file is a meta file that includes the shared file's name, cryptographic hash value, length of each piece, etc. File sharing is made possible by opening a torrent file with a BitTorrent client program. A magnet link is a web URL that enables file sharing without a torrent file. Even if the site where torrent or magnet links is taken down, this countermeasure is not enough to stop copyrighted file sharing. We submit that to eradicate copyrighted file sharing, it is important to determine who has distributed the copyrighted material. Until now, it is difficult to identify and copyrighted material distributors.
File sharers in conventional P2P networks consist of seeders (uploaders) and leechers (downloaders). However, file sharers on BitTorrent networks cannot be classified specifically as seeders or leechers. This is because both leeching and seeding among peers occurs at the same time. Therefore, identification of a peer's behavior in the file sharing process is essential for identification of illegal file sharers.
This paper targets one of the most popular BitTorrent client programs, uTorrent. We present a methodology for identification of copyrighted file sharers through analysis of the file sharing process. In addition, a local analysis is conducted of trace artifacts resulting from file sharing in a client's computer. Further, a tool -Identifier and Classifier of Illegal sharers using BitTorrent (ICIB) -to demonstrate the practicality of the suggested investigation methodology. Section 2 introduces related works about BitTorrent investigations. In Section 3, we discuss the investigation framework for file sharing using BitTorrent. Next, a detailed methodology is given for tracking file sharers by identifying and classifying sharers, logging the information about sharing and analyzing artifacts remaining in a client's computer. Finally, the prototype ICIB tool is described for detecting file sharers using BitTorrent.
Related works
Lewen [9] analyzed the legal basis for punishing copyrighted material sharers on P2P networks in the context of the U.S. and Sweden. However, it is difficult to apply legal basis to copyrighted material sharers using BitTorrent because on BitTorrent networks, it is more difficult to track and categorize user activities than on conventional P2P networks.
Schrader [12] suggested a technique for detecting copyrighted material sharing traffic through monitoring of the network, and checking the 'info_hash' value in the BitTorrent packet. Hatahent [4] suggested detecting copyrighted material sharing traffic by analyzing the clients' behavioral patterns. But, monitoring every network is impossible. Further, nonBitTorrent protocols such as TCP, UDP, etc. are used in the process of file sharing through BitTorrent. But the methodology described in these works just focus on the BitTorrent protocol. In addition, they didn't describe how to investigate sharers. Therefore, this paper proposes an investigation process for copyrighted material sharing using BitTorrent.
Investigation of copyrighted material sharing
If a copyright holder or investigative agency detects sharing of copyrighted or contraband files and acquires the torrent file, then an investigation can be performed based on the process model given in Fig. 1 .
When the torrent file is executed with a BitTorrent client program, information about peers sharing the file is automatically obtained from a tracker or Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Information will be classified and recorded on a case-by-case basis.
A tracker is a server that provides the information about sharers that compose the filesharing network. DHT is a class of decentralized distributed systems that provides a lookup service similar to a hash table [2] . Using this structure, we can obtain and classify the information about peers by file sharing participation type.
Even though an investigative agency may acquire a peer's IP address that appears to be sharing copyrighted or illicit material, there is always possibility of IP has been forged or otherwise incorrect. Because of this, it is difficult to confirm the client with only with IP address and transmitted packet. Therefore, additional data must be acquired. An investigative may need to attempt to get a warrant (if the suspect is within the agency's jurisdiction) to seize and investigation the suspect's computer.
If the ISP provides the identities of the suspect based on the IP address, next the investigator must request warrants for seizing each suspect's computer (or other digital device). After warrants are issued, the investigator could seize the suspect's computer, and examine whether the suspect was sharing copyrighted material by gathering and analyzing data from suspect's computer.
When analyzing a suspect's computer, the investigator must check for BitTorrent client software, the existence of the shared file and BitTorrent artifacts, for evidence that the suspect intentionally shared the file.
Investigating file sharers
In this section, a detailed methodology is given for tracking BitTorrent network file sharers that follow the previously described investigation process. This section is focused on Step 2 and
Step 4 of the investigation process. Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4 When a copyright holder or investigative agency detects sharing of copyrighted or contraband files, and acquires the torrent file or magnet link, they can gather copyrighted material sharer's IP and related network traffic information. Gathering a file sharer's network traffic information can be done based on the structure of the BitTorrent network and sharing process. Figure 2 shows the process of file sharing using BitTorrent, and the structure of the sharing network. In this network peers (network clients requesting and sharing the same data) can get information about other peers that are sharing data by sending a request to the tracker. After gathering information about other peers, sharing of data can be started by requesting data from identified peers, directly. Requested data, as well as information about additional peers are shared between connected peers. This is possible through DHT. And allows each peer to gather information about other peers through the tracker or DHT. This means that to gain comprehensive information about the network, information should be gathered about peers through the tracker and DHT.
There are two methods for retrieving information about peers. The first method acquires peer information from HTTP packets that are received from the tracker as the response to HTTP GET requests that include 'info_hash'. 'info_hash' consists of a shared file's meta information. These packets have a structure as shown below in Fig. 3 .
If the key peers exists in the encoded area of the HTTP packet, it is possible to get the value corresponding to the key 'peers'. This means that acquiring information about peers consisting the sharing network is possible.
The second method uses DHT, which is an embedded function in BitTorrent for exchanging information about peers. A UDP packet is sent as the response to a request message 'get_peer', and includes information about peers and nodes. The structure of these packs is shown in Fig. 4 .
If the key nodes or values exist in the encoded area of the UDP packet, it is possible to get values corresponding to the key nodes or values. There is information about the nodes using DHT in the value of nodes. Further, there is information about peers in the sharing network in Fig. 2 Structure of a BitTorrent network for data sharing with peers on the network who receive torrent information from a centralized tracker value of values. In some cases, there are packets that only include node information or peer information, or both. The following suggested algorithm can acquire and save information for all cases.
Classifying file sharers by action
The communication setup and data transfer process between peers is shown in Fig. 5 . First, a peer identifies other peers that are able to connect to a session by attempting to send a TCP SYN packet. If a TCP session is connected, the peer checks other peers to determine if they are sharing requested data. Data checking is done during a BitTorrent handshake. After this process, peers inform requestors about data pieces they have. A sharing peer will send the message 'Have, Piece' that includes the index of each available piece. If a peer requests pieces that are shared by another peer, the peer requests pieces by sending a 'Request, Piece' message that includes the index of the requested piece. The peer that received the request will send data using TCP. A series of process can be divided into 3 sections as shown in Fig. 5 . And, peers can be classified based on the section in which they are included. 
First case : only a TCP session is connected
A BitTorrent client program tries connecting a session by sending a TCP SYN packet to peers that exist in the peer list. In this case, there are two possible to attempt to connect: either there are no connected sessions or there is only a TCP session. In the first case, there is either a TCP RST packet or no acknowledgement to the TCP SYN packet. In the second case, there is a connected TCP session through a TCP 3-way handshake. In both cases, peers are regarded as the same in the suggested algorithm, because they are just different from activation or nonactivation of opposite peers in network at the time IP information is acquired.
The peers that belong to this case can be regarded as a suspect that had the intention of sharing the file. The reason why these peers remain in the peer list is to go through a pre-step for file sharing. It is unable to gather packets that are related to file sharing in the past using the suggested algorithm. Thus, proof of liability for this case is more difficult than other cases.
The investigator can save the information about a peer's IP and port number from the peer list.
Second case : exchange of BitTorrent handshake packet has occurred
A BitTorrent handshake packet includes a 'info_hash' value that consist of meta-information of the shared file. Sending this packet can be regarded as an announcement before actual file sharing, from which it can be inferred that each peer has the intention to share the file. Thus, a BitTorrent handshake packet is always exchanged before sending the file's raw data. So, just exchanging this packet assumes the will to of the peer to share the file.
After the BitTorrent handshake, peers generally send the message 'Have, Piece' to each other. The message 'Have, Piece' means "I can send the pieces you are requesting" by examining the piece list they have. Thus, peers can request pieces from other peers that send the message 'Have, Piece' at any time by sending the message 'Request, Piece'. If there is no transmission of the message 'Request, Piece' after the transmission of the message 'Have, Piece', it means the file's data has not been transmitted. No transmission of the message 'Request, Piece' means that the requested peer does not have the pieces that are being requested. In this case the investigator can regard peers as violators that have intention to share a file, even though there was no transmission of the file's data because these peers completed the preparation for file sharing whenever peers request pieces.
An investigator can save information about the IP and port number of each peer from the peer list, BitTorrent handshake packet and information about what pieces are possessed by each peer from the packet that includes the message 'Have, Piece'.
Third case : file sharing actually occurred
In this case, the transmission of a file's data occurred after a peer requested the piece from another peer by sending the message 'Request, Piece' after all pre-steps for file sharing are accomplished. An investigator can save all packets that are transmitted to each peer to map the sharing environment, and exchange a file's data.
Algorithm for identification and classification of file sharers
If a copyright holder or investigator detects illegal sharing and acquires a torrent file or magnet link for illegal sharing, they can gather the sharers' IP address and network packets by using the algorithm in Fig. 6 .
The given algorithm identifies whether each packet is related to illegal sharing. If packets are related to illegal sharing, suspect information will be acquired and saved to a database or log file. The algorithm can be divided into two parts: the first part is the acquisition of the IP address and network packets related with sharing, and the second part is classifying the IP address and network packets based on the roles of each peer sharing data.
If there are new packets, classification of packets can be conducted. If there is an HTTP response packet that includes information about peers as a format of encoding, this packet can Fig. 6 Algorithm for acquisition and classification of data related with sharers be regarded as a tracker's response. We can extract a peer's IP address and port information from this type of packet. If there is a UDP packet that includes information about peers or nodes as a format of encoding, this packet can be regarded as a response through DHT. We can extract peer and node IP addresses and port information from this type of packet.
If there is a BitTorrent packet, this packet can be seen to have a relationship to the session for the transmission of a file. We can classify theis type of packet more specifically, and log additional data. At first, if there is a BitTorrent handshake packet received from another peer, this situation belongs to 'Case 2' (Exchange of BitTorrent Handshake packet has occurred). The act of sending a BitTorrent handshake packet indicates the will to share data. In this case, we can log information of peers that sent a BitTorrent handshake packet. Secondly, if there is packet for requesting pieces that was received from another peer, this situation belongs to 'Case 3' (File sharing actually occurred) . In this case, we can log information about peers that sent these packets, requested the piece ID, and all packets that include the file's data. Third, if a 'Have, Piece' packet is sent, we can log information about the peer that sent these packets, and the piece ID that is owned by that peer.
Analysis of a file sharers' PC

Checking whether BitTorrent client program is installed
To prove the fact that file sharing using BitTorrent has occurred on the suspect's PC, the investigator must check whether the BitTorrent client program was installed on the suspect's PC. Even though a BitTorrent client program was not installed on suspect's computer, the investigator must consider the situation that the suspect deleted the program, which can be proved by checking the Windows Registry key:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall An investigator must check whether the BitTorrent client program is included in that Windows Registry key.
Checking for the existence of a shared file
To prove that illegal sharing using BitTorrent has occurred on a suspect's PC, the investigator must check whether files, which were uploaded or downloaded through illegal sharing, exist on the system. Carving the file system may be needed to consider deleted data.
Additionally, it is possible that there are incomplete files in the PC. If the suspect temporarily participated in file sharing, it is possible that there are incomplete files composed of some downloaded pieces on suspect's PC. When upload or download of pieces occur with an incomplete file, laws are different in each country about whether this case should be regarded as illegal or not. But the most obvious thing is that the suspect can transmit pieces to any other peers, and help other peers to make up the complete file even though the suspect has an incomplete file. In this case, a suspect has a responsibility for the right of transmission and reproduction.
Analysis of a file's timestamp
If a shared file exists on a suspect's PC, the created time of the file must be considered. It is possible that a suspect obtained the file through another way, regardless of how the suspect tried sharing the file through BitTorrent at first. In this case, the investigator must remove the case from this investigation process, and an alternative investigation procedure should be started. Analysis of timestamps should determine the time when file sharing occurred. In this case, the created timestamps of shared files are after the created timestamp of the torrent file.
If a suspect obtained the file through a web site, web history might remain in logs of the web browser. The created time of web history must be between the created time of torrent file and the shared file.
Acquisition of BitTorrent artifacts
It is important to find additional evidence related to illegal sharing on a suspect's PC. An investigator can identify the torrent file's name that was executed recently by checking the Windows Registry in following path [3] : HKEY_USERS\<SID>\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\ RecentDocs\.torrent
In case of uTorrent, there are torrent files the suspect had executed in following directory: If a suspect engaged in illegal sharing using a torrent file, the torrent file may still remain in the directory mentioned above even though the suspect deleted the torrent file. There are also log files contained in this directory (Tables 1 and 2) , not only torrent files.
In addition, uTorrent offers statistic information about usage. Important items among the available information are: the amount of data transmission in the last 31 days, the size of total uploaded data, the size of total downloaded data, the total run time of uTorrent, the number of torrent files that were executed, the number of uTorrent executions and the last executed time, etc.
Implementation
Identifier and Classifier of Illegal sharer using BitTorrent (ICIB) is a tool that identifies and classifies information about P2P file sharers using the suggested methodology. ICIB conducts analysis of P2P clients using a target torrent file as input. If a user inputs a torrent file, and clicks 'Acquire Start', the packets related to file sharing using BitTorrent would be acquired. Packets can be acquired until the user clicks 'Acquire Stop and Analysis'. Figure 7 shows the first page of ICIB, related to acquisition and analysis of related packets.
After the acquiring process is finished, analysis of the acquired packet can be conducted. Results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 8 . Based on the participation degree of file sharing, sharers are classified into three groups. The list of classified IP addresses is shown in Area 1. An investigator can see detailed information about an IP address by selecting the item in the sharer list. Detailed information about a selected IP address is shown in Area 2 and Area 3. In Area 2, the whole list of packets that relate to the selected IP is shown. In Area 3, information that directly Figure 8 shows that the packet list of the selected IP address belongs to Case 1.
If some IP address belongs to Case 2, the packet list that is related to that IP address and the information about which pieces they have is shown. Figure 9 shows the owned data peer list that belongs to Case2.
If some IP address belongs to Case 3, a packet list that related to that IP, the information about which pieces they have, and the information that directly related to the transmission of file is shown. Figure 10 shows that the owned peer list of a selected IP belongs to Case 3. Figure 11 shows information that directly related to the transmission of the file.
Conclusion
Because BitTorrent is different from conventional P2P, applying a conventional investigation methodology in BitTorrent investigations is unsuitable. Furthermore, because Fig. 7 First page of ICIB uploading and downloading occurs simultaneously when exchanging pieces of data with other peers, it is difficult to punish illegal sharers under current law. Because of these reasons, the number of illegal sharing is still increasing. To improve his situation, we proposed a novel investigation process that considers specific, unique characteristics of BitTorrent. However, improvement of the law surrounding P2P investigations in regards to the application of the process is needed. In this paper, an investigation process for illegal file sharing based on characteristics of file the sharing process using BitTorrent has been suggested. By following this process, an investigator can more effectively conduct an investigation about illegal file sharing. Changhoon Lee received his Ph.D. degree in Graduate School of Information Management and Security (GSIMS) from Korea University, Korea. He is now a professor at the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Seoul National University of Science and Technology (SeoulTech), Korea. He has been serving not only as chairs, program committee, or organizing committee chair for many international conferences and workshops but also as a (guest) editor for international journals by some publishers. His research interests include information security, cryptography, digital forensics, smart grid security, computer theory etc. He is currently a member of the IEEE, IEEE Computer Society, IEEE Communications, IACR, KIISC, KIPS, KITCS, KMMS, KONI, and KIIT societies.
